
 

 

NAG L&M NOTES 

Title NAG Licensing and Mooring Group 

Date 08 September 2014, 10.30am 

Venue Canal & River Trust office, Hatton 

Attendees Mike Annan (Chair), Paul Le Blique (PLB), Beryl McDowall (BM), Tim Parker (TP), Clive 

Henderson (CH), Dean Davies (CRT), Phil Spencer (CRT) Sian Ferry (CRT) 

 

Denise Yelland (CRT) present items 1 – 5. 

 

Mark Blackwell (CRT) present items 1 - 3. 

 

1. Apologies 

Mark Walton and Anne Farrell gave apologies. MA announced he has become a trustee for 

the Buckingham Canal Society. 

 

2. Last meeting’s minutes (March 2014) 

- Paul Burch hadn’t circulated test page for licensing page. ACTION DY to request 

information from Paul Burch 

- Boaters’ handbook: DD updated it’s at its final stages and will be going to Richard Parry 

shortly, will be published and distributed once approved as per Sally’s plan (trade team 

to circulate to their own customers separately). TP raised concerns over 

printing/distribution and believes there could be cost savings. ACTION DD to follow up 

with Sally Ash to confirm status. 

- Group noted they were pleased to have advance notice of, and to be able to comment 

on, Vince Moran’s proposal (spend of £3m). Particularly pleased about investment in 

the north. 

 

3. CRT directly managed moorings team update (Mark Blackwell) 

- Mark shared ‘draft vision’ and objectives of directly managed moorings team 

- Following confirmation from the QC this year that the DMM team provides a private 

(rather than public) benefit, and that land ownership legislation determines T&Cs, T&Cs 

(mooring permits, not licence) have been reworked and strengthened where necessary. 

Mark welcomed thoughts on how to plan the consultation 

- TP asked whether (as the business side of the organisation) the Trust have to consult 

at all? As business arm of the Trust, not obliged to, but, as a Trust, there is a realistic 

expectation we will consult. 

- The group agreed that changes should be run past NAG, Jenny Whitehall and Mark 

would decide how they take forward the customer consultation. The group 
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recommended we do not consult too widely, but perhaps some focus groups would be 

productive.   

- TP recommended checking BMF terms, and considering extending notice period from 4 

weeks to 16. Though a jump from 4 to 16 weeks would not be appropriate, Mark will 

consider. 

- The Trust is looking at improving mooring sales and including an update of 

crtmoorings.com. Paper of proposed changes has gone to the Chief Exec. How does 

NAG see us mapping out engagement plan? We ideally want a new system in place by 

April/May 2015. 

- The group agreed the same form of consultation to the above applies.  

- ACTION MARK: Circulate details of T&Cs and moorings sales changes to NAG. 

Feedback will then be considered for further engagement/consultation. 

 

4. Enforcement update (Denise Yelland) 

- Following the outlining of the process for the non-display of boat index numbers (getting 

in touch with those sighted as not displaying index number; offering an index plate 

’amnesty’; and ultimate bye-law prosecution if necessary), NAG agree the Trust should 

go ahead with this plan.  

- Visibility of caseloads/statistics: Feedback welcomed about which info NAG want 

published. Trust wants to highlight work we’re doing, but what is of interest to boaters? 

- NAG agreed boat removals figure should be published  

- NAG agreed that as much positive information as possible would be appreciated to 

underline that we are enforcing.  

- All agreed that comments to explain some stats (ie. a staff shortage in London led to a 

slight increase in evasion), especially for negative points. 

- Quarterly publication of these statistics in Boaters’ Update and in press releases was 

recommended. 

 

5. Towpath Moorings Management update (Sian Ferry) 

 

- PLB asked whether the project will direct focus to areas north of Birmingham in the 

future. The Trust is waiting on a national steer in terms of the direction the project will 

take, subject to the strategy implementation project. NAG suggests a need to decide 

what happens at the end of the project period. SF responds with a need to analyse 

actions and outcomes and make a decision. Again the outcome of the strategy 

implementation project would have an impact. 

- NAG asks what reasons were being offered by customers for overstaying. SF confirms 

that permission to overstay was only given for circumstances outside the customer’s 

control. 

- NAG were complementary about the K&A plan which showed positive action was 

beginning to occur. 

- In London NAG are confused over what is meant by casual moorings; which SF 

confirmed were towpath moorings.  
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6. Leisure boat licence consultation 

Chief Executive is happy for the review drafted by NAG to go out as a joint CRT/NAG 

document. 

ACTION DD: Take review internally, set deadlines and have prepared for SurveyMonkey. 

 

7. Visitor Moorings (Dean Davies) 

- NAG agreed DDs circulated paper is a good starting point from which to work to 

establish a national strategy and timeframes. 

- DD invited NAG members to be a representative for the group for future visitor mooring 

workshops. TP volunteered, MA will also attend where possible. 

- TP circulated document re previous discussions re VMs. 

- PS stated that, often, trade boats need planning permission when moored at VMs. 

ACTION DD to consider this. 

 

8. Winter Moorings (Dean Davies) 

- Discussion around the need to be careful around competition regulation. 

 

9. Customer Service Standards (Dean Davies) 

- DD will soon be taking the Trust’s customer service standards to update and make 

them more relevant. A steering group will be created to draft this, then will be sent to 

groups for feedback. 

- PLB asks whether professional outside expertise are necessary to draft this. The Trust 

has a standard for writing these standards, though independent expertise will be 

considered if deemed appropriate. 

- BM noted an issue with the CRT colour scheme – Trust needs to be sure it complies 

with sight standards. If this has been taken on board/is being work on, please keep BM 

posted (ACTION DD) 

 

10. Guidance for Boaters without a home mooring 

- NAG agreed with the guidance in principal, though there are thoughts that some places 

are too small. 

- ‘you may not stay more than X days in a certain place’ ACTION DY/DD add ‘unless 

you’ve got a WM’ caveat 

- The Trust will be consulting with national boating organisations on this guidance. NAG 

agree that this consultation with organisations will be useful, but question whether 

consulting widely on the full details would be productive.  

- PS commented that the Roving Canal Traders should be consulted 

 

Note 23/09/14: following the meeting with national boating organisations on 22 September 

the proposed guidance for places was temporarily suspended whilst the wider topic of bona 

fide navigation was considered 

 

11. Welfare Officer appointment 

- NAG think the job description is right. Mike reported having had very positive responses 

from posting online.  
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- DD explained that the contract is 18 months to be timed in line with the towpath 

mooring management project, which will fund the role. 

 

12. AOB 

- Adam Comerford gave a short briefing on the water resource strategy (consultation for 

which goes live 09/09/14) and invites NAG to get involved.  

- Request to include update on IT projects at next meeting ACTION SF/MA add to 

agenda 

- TP raised the question of using marina operators as agents; increasing use of agents 

would increase compliance and save/make money. Issue has been previously explored 

with Sally Ash and Madge Bailey (consultant) ACTION DD to find Madge Bailey’s 

report and look into the detail. Tim stated that the AWCC and trade can help but 

need boat and customer names, rather than index numbers. However, giving these 

details may not be possible due to Trust data protection. ACTION TP to forward dates 

of previous meetings so this can be investigated 

 

13. Next meeting 12/12/14 at Hatton, Dundas Room 

 


